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Experience the thrill of time travel with six leading authors

Masters of Time short story anthology published by Creative Alchemy

LOS ANGELES - July 6, 2015 - PRLog -- On July 13, publisher Creative Alchemy releases Masters of
Time: A Science Fiction and Fantasy Time Travel Anthology, a collection of short stories by some of
today’s most distinctive sci-fi writers, so that readers can escape into a beguiling world of wonder and
contemplation. The book is available to pre-order now on Amazon and other online book retailers for just
0.99¢ ($6.99 paperback).

The book’s ingenious and breath-taking tales cover the whole gamut of human experience, including
adventure, hope, loss and sacrifice – all united by the theme of time: the extraordinary power it has over us
and what might happen if the tables were turned. The book includes the story of a clone who usurps his
own destiny, a time-travel romance that defies death, and the tale of an agent who’s determined to hunt
down her prey.

“The science fiction of yesterday can become the science fact of today,” says editor, Charmaine Young.
“It’s not always the case, of course – but that’s just what makes stories like these so thrilling,” she adds.

The authors whose tales are included are:

·      Alesha Escobar – Amazon bestselling author of the Gray Tower Trilogy.

·      Devorah Fox – Amazon bestselling author of the King Bewilliam literary fantasy series.

·      H.M. Jones – B.R.A.G. Medallion Honoree for top-rated, fantasy book Monochrome.

·      Samantha LaFantasie – Amazon and USA Today bestselling author of the Pandora Boxed Set.

·      Alice Marks – science fiction writing newcomer.

·      Timothy C. Ward – Author and nominee for a Hugo Award for best fancast from the World Science
Fiction Society.

To find out more about the anthology and its authors, please contact Monica Lozano at Creative Alchemy
(906) 702-0302.

To purchase the book, please visit www.amazon.com/dp/B00WH5T2BY.

Contact
Creative Alchemy, Inc.
***@thecreativealchemy.com
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